



Development and evaluation of analysis methods





Natural disasters make us recognize their awfulness and they are also important to predict for our daily
lives. Understanding of natural phenomena is therefore imperative in observations of natural disasters.
We developed new analysis methods for scientic data based on statistical learning theory. We addressed
the following two issues.
1. The remote sensing technology which used weather radar for the analysis of global precipitation
phenomena is exploited widely. In space observation, the precipitation particles are usually assumed
as raindrops. This assumption is not satised for snowakes or graupel because the scattering char-
acteristics of electromagnetic wave can change variously. It is therefore convenient for understanding
of the scattering characteristics to classify the particle type. We proposed an approximation method
for Bayesian inference of the Gamma distribution. Applying the proposed method, we estimated the
parameters of diameter-velocity distribution of precipitation particles.
2. Investigating characteristics of plasma waves observed by scientic satellites in the Earth's plasmas-
phere/magnetosphere is the eective key to understand not only generation mechanisms of the waves
but also a plasma environment which inuences its generation and propagation conditions. The wave
distribution function (WDF) method can estimate a WDF as directional distribution of wave en-
ergy density. However, in order to determine the solution uniquely, we must assume an adequate
model for WDF. We developed new estimation methods for the WDF method, and evaluated the
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(a) ^ = 1:0
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N(D;; ) = N0 Gamma(Dj; ) (6)
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p(D;v; Z;w;a; b;;;;'0; s0; c0;d0;e0;f0)
= p(vjD; Z;w; b)p(DjZ;;)p(Zj)p(wja)
 p(a; c0;d0)p(b;e0;f0)p(;;'0)p(; s0) (8)
???, Z = f zn g???. '0 = f 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?????. ???, (Dn) = [1 ln(Dn)]T ???.
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Zdoppler(v) = (D; v) N0 Gamma(Dj; )  @D
@v
(18)
????????. ???, (D; v)??? D, ??
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; ) = p(s^jf ; "; )p(f j)p(")p()p() (22)
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p(s^jf ; "; ) = NL(s^jAf + "a";  1I) (23)
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) (25)
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???????? (1; 1) = (60; 30), (2; 2) =
(60; 150), (3; 3) = (40; 210) ????????









? (1; 1) = (50; 120)??????????, S/N
??????????????, ????????
??????????????????? (MSE)?
???????? 10???. ? S/N??????
????? 100???????, ??? 100???
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(c) 95%?????? (d) 95%??????
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